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Indian Army Ends Huge War Drill Near Pakistan Border
JAIPUR: Over 25,000 soldiers
of the Indian Army on Wednesday concluded their month-long
military drill, sharpening their
combat skills to face all contingencies, including nuclear or
biological attacks, and battling
above 45-degree heat and sand
storms in hot and dry deserts near
the Pakistan border in Rajasthan.
An army spokesperson said
modern war ighting equipment
including tanks, attack helicopters, drones and ighter aircraft
were used in the exercise Vijay
Prahar by Army’s South Western
Command.
The drill was conducted in Mahajan Field Firing Ranges close
to Suratgrah, some 300 km from
the closest Pakistani border post.
The participating formations
ine tuned their skills in “ighting
dirty and continuing the offensive even after a tactical nuclear,
chemical or biological attack
by the adversary by our modern
chemical, bilogical, radiological

and nuclear defense”, spokesperson Lt. Col. Manish Ojha said in
a statement.
Lt. Gen. Cherish Mathson, who
heads the Sapta Shakti command,
witnessed the “inal offensive of
his forces achieving a decisive
victory”.

“I had laid out unambiguous
scope for activities to be carried
out and had also bench marked
standards to be achieved and I am
fully satisied with in effort put in
and result achieved,” the Army
commander said.
Lt Gen Mathson said the mili-

tary drill was marked by designing an offensive campaign on the
principles of operational art in a
deep air-land battle with real time
intelligence using space based
surveillance. “The concept of
air cavalry employing attack and
weaponised helicopters has also

been validated.
He said with India’s contemporary “just in time” logistics,
the Army’s “deep thrusts can be
sustained effectively”. The commander also complimented the
troops who braved the soaring
temperatures and sand storms.

Modi Assails Rahul Gandhi As An ‘Arrogant Dynast’
CHIKMAGALURU: In the
inal lap of his campaign blitz
in Karnataka, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi on Wednesday
launched a sharp attack against
Congress President Rahul Gandhi, saying a “dynast” aspiring to
be the Prime Minister was sheer
“arrogance”.
Addressing back-to-back rallies at different places in the
southern state, which votes on

Saturday to elect a new government, Modi said Congress leaders were arranging big meetings
and conspiring to remove him.
Taking a swipe at Gandhi, Modi
said he was day-dreaming of becoming the Prime Minister in
2019. “There is a leader of Congress who thinks only about one
thing throughout the day - how to
be the Prime Minister. Such is the
arrogance of the ‘naamdhaar’.

This naamdhaar (dynast) doesn’t
care about others who are standing in the queue.
“He came like a bully, marched
his way ahead when there were
others waiting with so many
years of experience. How can
someone just declare himself the
Prime Minister? This is simply
nothing but sheer arrogance.”
He said Gandhi with an “inlated ego despite losing 25-30
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elections in the last four years”
didn’t even bother about the leaders who have been waiting for 40
years and about other allies in the
UPA.
“The Congress has lost in almost all the states in the last four
years. But the ego of the ‘naamdhaar’ is still bloated. He says he
will become the Prime Minister
in 2019. Isn’t this his ego?”
During an interaction with
prominent citizens in Bengaluru
on Tuesday, the Congress President had replied in the afirmative when he was asked if he was
ready to be India’s Prime Minister if the Congress emerges as
the largest party in the 2019 Lok
Sabha elections.
The Congress hit back at Modi
asking him if he thought he was
the only one who had the right to
be Prime Minister.
“Is Narendra Modi the only
one with the right to be the Prime
Minister?” Congress spokesman
Anand Sharma asked.
Modi also accused the Congress, which has been in power in
Karnataka for the last ive years,
of not doing justice with the aspirations of the people of the state
and instead bringing six evils
-- “Congress culture, communalism, casteism, crime, corruption
and contract system” -- to the
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country.
He said Congress leaders were
out on bail in a Rs 5,000 crore
scam and had “absolutely no
respect for many of our prominent institutions like the Election
Commission, CBI, Army, Enforcement Director or Vice President’s ofice.
“The Congress has been on a
spree to disrespect and belittle
these great institutions,” Modi
said, adding that they were were
now questioning the judiciary
and even calling for impeachment of the Chief Justice of India.
The Prime Minister also attacked his predecessor Manmohan Singh, who on Monday
criticized the BJP government for
its “disastrous policies” and “economic mismanagement”, leaving
the country with crises that were
avoidable.
“When Manmohan Singh had
his government in the Centre, the
remote control was at 10, Janpath
(oficial residence of former Congress President Sonia Gandhi),”
he said.
Under his rule, Modi said, it
were the people who held the
remote control. The Prime Minister said he would continue to
follow the orders of the “high
command” -- the countrymen, the
citizens.

Microsoft Plan
To Use AI To Aid
Disabled People

SEATTLE:
Microsoft
is
launching a $25 million initiative to use artiicial intelligence
to build better technology for
people with disabilities.
CEO Satya Nadella announced
the new “AI for Accessibility’’ effort as he kicked off Microsoft’s
annual conference for software
developers. The Build conference in Seattle features sessions
on cloud computing, artiicial
intelligence, internet-connected
devices and virtual reality.
The conference and the new
initiative offer Microsoft an opportunity to emphasize its philosophy of building AI for social
good. The focus could help counter some of the ethical concerns
that have risen over AI and other
fast-developing technology. The
ive-year initiative will include
seed grants for startups, non-profit organizations and researchers.

